Ethiopian Airlines A350 XWB taking shape

The first A350 XWB for Ethiopian Airlines is now taking shape at our Final Assembly Line in Toulouse, France.

Not only will the A350 XWB be the first Airbus aircraft in the Ethiopian Airlines' fleet, Ethiopian Airlines is to be the first African carrier to fly this aircraft. The airline is due to take delivery of twelve A350-900s starting next year, in addition to two leased from AERCAP. The A350 XWB fleet will serve the network expansion of Ethiopian Airlines, linking Ethiopia to new long haul markets in America, Asia, and Europe.

Equipped with 343 seats, Ethiopian Airlines A350-900's state-of-the-art cabin offers its passengers higher comfort and an enjoyable travel experience.

At Airbus, we are proud to embark on this journey with Ethiopian Airlines as one of Africa's oldest and most successful carriers.

Learn more about Ethiopian Airlines here

Learn more about A350 XWB here